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Neat Video Gets a Big Overhaul for Version 5
EINDHOVEN, NL, May 7 — Neat Video team, ABSoft continues the pursuit of video perfection with
the release of the newest and most powerful version of their popular digital noise reduction
software. Neat Video has long been the gold standard used by video professionals to clean up
noisy clips and reduce video imperfections. Neat Video 5 makes profound improvements to all
aspects of the plug-in with dramatic speed increase, better noise reduction results and a much
smoother user-experience. Making the benefits of improved video quality more accessible to a
wider range of users.

What’s New in Neat Video 5?
In this new generation, Neat Video has been given an overhaul in both performance and user
experience. Now it’s easier to reach even better results, faster!
Neat Video 5 is more efficient and makes better use of available processing power to achieve
significant speed improvements across a wide range of hardware configurations. CPU speeds have
been increased by up to 1.5x times. In GPU bench tests both Windows GPU and MacOS GPU
performance increased — with single-GPU Windows setups demonstrating the greatest
improvement: up to 3.5x increase in filtration speed. The improvement in project render time may
be lower though (because it involves the overhead of the video editing application) and varies
from one video editing application to another.
The accuracy of the noise reduction algorithm has been improved, which helps to achieve a
general improvement in the quality of processed results. Neat Video 5 also adds new features to
deal with common unwanted video abnormalities. These include flicker reduction, reduction of
jitter of details, improved Dust and Scratches filter and improved sharpening. These refinements
add more to the video creator’s toolbox and bring the user closer to the ideal of flawless video.
Neat Video development team has also aimed at making the workflow simpler and more userfriendly. This has led to the introduction of new assisting tools helping users to achieve better
results more quickly.
These include adjustable generic noise profiles that give users a good starting point for accurate
noise reduction. New filter check tools have also been added to make it easier to see which
adjustments to make and which areas do not receive sufficient treatment. A new playback feature
now makes it possible to see a live preview of the clip. This allows the user to see the effect of
changes in motion and get a better feeling of the final result.

Pricing and Availability
Neat Video v5 products are available as plug-ins for a variety of video editing applications. There
are several editions available with different features and licensing options.





The Demo edition (free) is available to download and try, with limited functionality.
The Home edition: available from $74.90 for non-commercial use only. Supports frames of
up to 1920x1080 pixels and can use up to one GPU.
The Pro edition: available from $129.90, may be used for commercial purposes.
Can process frames of any size.
The Studio edition (for OpenFX plug-in only): available for $349.90, similar to the Pro
edition, but uses floating licensing.

More details on the features / capabilities of each edition are available on the Neat Video website.

Neat Video 5 — Another Step Toward Video Perfection
Neat Video 5 offers better results, faster processing and enhanced usability. Adding exciting new
features and dramatically better results, while helping video professionals and enthusiasts to get
things done faster and achieve spectacularly smooth and flawless video. Users who wish to
experience the new version can download the Neat Video 5 free trial and witness the latest
advance in the pursuit of perfect video.

